Altered brain activity for phonological manipulation in dyslexic Japanese children
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Because of unique linguistic characteristics, the prevalence rate of developmental dyslexia is relatively low in the Japanese language. Paradoxically, Japanese children have serious difficulty analysing phonological processes when they have dyslexia. Neurobiological deficits in Japanese dyslexia remain unclear and need to be identified, and may lead to better understanding of the commonality and diversity in the disorder among different linguistic systems. The present study investigated brain activity that underlies deficits in phonological awareness in Japanese dyslexic children using functional magnetic resonance imaging. We developed and conducted a phonological manipulation task to extract phonological processing skills and to minimize the influence of auditory working memory on healthy adults, typically developing children, and dyslexic children. Current experiments revealed that several brain regions participated in manipulating the phonological information including left inferior and middle frontal gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus, and bilateral basal ganglia. Moreover, dyslexic children showed altered activity in two brain regions. They showed hyperactivity in the basal ganglia compared with the two other groups, which reflects inefficient phonological processing. Hypoactivity in the left superior temporal gyrus was also found, suggesting difficulty in composing and processing phonological information. The altered brain activity shares similarity with those of dyslexic children in countries speaking alphabetical languages, but disparity also occurs between these two populations. These are initial findings concerning the neurobiological impairments in dyslexic Japanese children.
Introduction

People with developmental dyslexia have specific difficulties in reading and writing even though general intelligence and sensory organ function are maintained (World Health Organization, 1994; Shaywitz and Shaywitz, 2005). The prevalence of developmental dyslexia depends on the prevailing linguistic system. For example, in English-speaking school-aged children prevalence ranges from 5–17.5% (Shaywitz, 1998), whereas the rate in Japanese language speakers is low and ranges from 0.98–3.8% (Makita, 1968; Ogino et al., 2011). The core symptom of the disorder is conceived as a deficit in the phonological component of language (Shaywitz, 1998), especially the ability to comprehend phonological structures of spoken or mentally recalled sounds (Seki et al., 2008) and to discriminate and/or manipulate minimal units of the phoneme. Many previous studies have reported impaired phonological awareness in dyslexic children (Liberman, 1973; Chiappe et al., 2001; Ramus, 2001). Phonological awareness is regarded as a powerful predictor for developmental dyslexia (Shaywitz, 1998), and is thought to be a major factor underlying dyslexia in the Japanese (Seki et al., 2004, 2008), who have a different linguistic system compared with alphabetical languages. Still, neurobiological deficits in Japanese dyslexia remain unclear and need to be identified, which may lead to better understanding of the commonality and diversity of this disorder in a different linguistic system.

Previous neuroimaging studies using functional MRI (Temple et al., 2001; Shaywitz et al., 2002, 2004) and PET (Zatorre et al., 1996; Paulesu et al., 2001) have uncovered the involvement of several brain regions participating in phonological awareness. Among the regions, three brain areas in the left hemisphere are mainly considered to participate in the phonological process: the superior temporal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobe. Although the left superior temporal gyrus is the primary neural area responsible for phonological representations based on sounds (i.e. spoken language; Buchsbaum, 2001), the left inferior frontal gyrus stores articulatory representations (Zatorre et al., 1992, 1996). The left inferior parietal lobe is assumed to participate in grapheme-to-phoneme transformations (Bitan et al., 2007) and also to tune articulate codes with the target language (Doupe and Kuhl, 1999). The left inferior parietal lobe is the interface bridging phonological representations and articulator representations (Kaneko et al., 1998). Dyslexic children and adults show hypoactivity in the left inferior parietal lobe and/or hyperactivity in the left inferior frontal gyrus compared with control subjects during phonological awareness tasks such as rhyming judgements (Paulesu et al., 2001; Temple et al., 2001; Shaywitz et al., 2002, 2004). These atypical brain activities might underpin impaired phonological awareness in dyslexic people.

However, several lesion and imaging studies suggested that subcortical areas, such as the basal ganglia, are also involved in phonological processing. For example, the putamen and caudate nuclei are considered to play an important role in learning new skills (Ullman and Pierpont, 2005), such as acquisition of spoken language (Preston et al., 2010). Both perception and production of language require phonological processes and are related to articulatory gestures as auditory and motor representations also have phonological aspects (Booth et al., 2007). A report describing a 45-year-old female with damage to bilateral putamen and heads of the caudate nuclei showed impaired sequencing in articulatory gestures (Pickett et al., 1998). Another case study of a patient with Huntington’s disease suggested that the striatum assumes a crucial role in acquiring artificial language, which requires the patient to conduct phonological processes (De Diego-Balaguer et al., 2008). These studies suggested that the basal ganglia participate in an initiation of phonological representations (Booth et al., 2007) or serve as a gateway for language proficiency to process phonological information (Preston et al., 2010). Although atypical basal ganglia activity has been reported in adult patients with developmental dyslexia (Paulesu et al., 1996; Brunswick et al., 1999), whether the basal ganglia are involved in language learning in dyslexic children has not been previously explored.

Deficits in phonological awareness can cause problems in reading and writing, especially when the correspondence between characters and phonics is unclear, such as with English and Danish (Wyvell and Butterworth, 1999). By contrast, Japanese is a unique language in that it is composed of two kinds of characters, kana—a syllabary—and kanji, which are Chinese characters. The former is phonogram and serves as the base for the fundamental characters of the Japanese language, which means all Japanese words can be communicated with kana. The minimal phonological unit of Japanese is not phonetic but mora, which generally constitutes one vowel and/or consonant (V or CV). Developmental dyslexia may occur less frequently in Japan compared with alphabetical countries because the relationship between the grapheme and phonological unit is very clear in the Japanese language (Wyvell and Butterworth, 1999). Paradoxically, the difficulty in reading and writing is severe when children have developmental dyslexia and use the Japanese language system. Japanese children with dyslexia also have deficits in phonological awareness (Seki et al., 2008). Still, the brain functions that underlie the deficits in phonological awareness in the unique Japanese language remain unclear. Therefore, current research into developmental dyslexia should aim to reveal the neurobiological deficits of this disorder, and examine whether the deficits are derived from a common or specific function depending on the language system.

Phonological awareness is usually assessed through several tasks in countries using an alphabetical language. These include rhyme production, deletion, substitution, and discrimination (Yopp, 1992, 1995; Stahl and Murray, 1994). Another assessment tool is the phonological or sound blending task (Yopp, 1988; Chiu et al., 2005) which can be performed as either a visual or auditory task. During the blending task, subjects are requested to watch or listen to serial phonological or sound elements, and then to collect and manipulate them to make one word. The demand of the task is similar to the process of acquiring language from spoken words and of learning unfamiliar words (Chiu et al., 2005). This blending task also has higher predictive validity for language skills than does rhyming judgement (Muter, 1998), which is often used as a phonological task. Although behavioural studies using the blending task revealed impaired phonological awareness in dyslexic children (Yopp, 1988, 1992), only a few neuroimaging studies have measured changes with this task.
Chiu et al. (2005) conducted a functional MRI study in normal adults using this task and reported increased activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus during sound blending. Their approach suggested that this brain region, which is also active in other phonological tasks, participated in blending the phonological information. However, they performed the task using auditory stimuli that potentially placed an unnecessary burden on the auditory working memory of the subjects, instead of focusing on phonological awareness. This potential distorting factor can be minimized in our study by presenting serial letters as visual stimuli.

In the Japanese language, one character (i.e. kana) can be rapidly and automatically transformed into a phoneme (mora) even when the character is presented for a short period of time, because of the strong correspondence between grapheme and phoneme. While we use the blending task with visual stimuli to take advantage of the linguistic characteristics of the Japanese language, the neurobiological areas that underpin phonological awareness in Japanese are expected to become clear because we are cancelling out the effects of auditory working memory.

The present study investigated the underlying brain activity connected to deficits in phonological awareness in Japanese dyslexic children using functional MRI. We developed a new mora blending task to eliminate using auditory working memory and to extract phonological processing skills. Although Japanese dyslexic children may show low performance in the phonological task, they should show atypical activity in brain regions, such as the superior temporal gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, and inferior parietal lobe in the left hemisphere, which are involved in processing phonological tasks. Moreover, subjects may demonstrate atypical activity in the basal ganglia which would support higher phonological processes when the present task is focused on cognitive abilities used for phonological processing and eliminates the influence of auditory working memory.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Fourteen Japanese children with developmental dyslexia [12 boys and two girls, 12.31 ± 1.97 years (mean age ± standard deviation, SD), 12 right-handed and two left-handed] were recruited for the current study from the National Centre Hospital of Neurology and Psychiatry (Kodaira, Japan). Two paediatric neurologists made the diagnosis based on ICD-10 criteria and a Japanese guideline for the diagnosis of specific developmental disorder (developmental dyslexia; Research Group for Formulation of Diagnostic Criteria and Medical Guidance for Specific Developmental Disorders, 2010). These children did not have a history of neurological or psychiatric disorders. Their global intelligence quotients (IQs) were evaluated with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (Third Edition) and all of their full IQs were >85. The control groups were composed of 15 typically developing Japanese children (seven boys and eight girls, 11.69 ± 2.42 years, 13 right-handed and two left-handed) and 30 Japanese healthy adults (16 males and 14 females, 22.25 ± 2.32 years, all right-handed). These control subjects also did not have any history of neurological and psychiatric illness. All subjects were Japanese native speakers and had normal or corrected vision. All subjects from the three groups and the mothers of subjects from the children and dyslexia groups gave written informed consent before the experiment. The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the National Centre of Neurology and Psychiatry (approval number XXXX-291).

Stimuli and tasks

A mora blending task was performed as an experimental task (Fig. 1). During the task, each subject was instructed to watch one series of three Japanese characters (kana; e.g., /YA/, /SA/, /I/). Each kana used in the current study comprises either one consonant and one vowel (CV) or only one vowel (V), which represents one mora. Each kana was presented for 2 s with three kana characters shown one after another; thus, a total of 6 s elapsed during the presentation. Then, the subject was instructed to blend and manipulate three morae and judge whether the three morae formed a real Japanese word. In this task, the subject tended to decode each character and to keep and manipulate the character information as a phonological representation ‘mora’. This is because the transformation of characters into phonological representation is easily and semi-automatically performed based on the clear correspondence between grapheme and phoneme (Paap and Noël, 1991; Frost, 1994) when each character was presented only for a short time and then disappeared. Therefore, the task took advantage of linguistic features of Japanese to demand the subjects to perform phonological manipulation from visual stimuli.

We set three conditions in this task: correct order word (CRW), random order word (RDW), and non-word (NNW) conditions (Fig. 2). In the CRW condition, each of the three characters was presented in the correct order; thus, the subjects did not have to manipulate the three morae and could blend them as they were presented (e.g., /YA/, /SA/, /I/ to /YASAI/, meaning vegetable). By contrast, in
the RDW condition, the subject had to manipulate the order of the three morae because they were presented in a random order (e.g., /I/, /SU/, /KA/ to /SUIKA/, meaning watermelon). In the NNW condition, the three morae did not form a word no matter how the subject manipulated the morae (/NU/, /YO/, /U/ to non-word in any order). No duplicate morae were included in any one series, meaning that the number of possible orders was six in every condition. In the CRW and RDW conditions, only one order was acceptable to form one word so that the subject had to continue manipulating the morae until he/she made a word. The words composed of the three morae in the CRW and RDW conditions are very familiar and display high imageability (Tokyo Metropolitan Institute of Gerontology and NTT Communication Science Laboratories, 2005). All subjects could understand the word easily even though some were children.

As a control task, the blending task was also conducted with fractions of line pictures instead of a character. Similar to the character task, each of the three fractions of the line picture was presented one after another. The subject was required to blend and manipulate the fractions and to judge whether the fractions form one line picture. Similarly, for this task, three conditions were tested: the correct order (CRP), the random order (RDP), and non-picture (NNP) conditions. In this control task, the subject could not decode the fractions into phonological representations, and had to keep and manipulate the fractions as visual images. Therefore, we can demonstrate the process of phonological manipulation by contrasting the morae and picture conditions to subtract the effects of visual working memory, even though the morae condition itself adequately required the subject to perform phonological manipulations.

These tasks were prepared using Presentation 14.9 software (Neurobehavioral Systems) and all of the characters and picture fractions were presented onto a half-transparent screen placed by the head side of the MRI scanner using a liquid crystal projector (TH-L 587 JL, Panasonic Corporation). These stimuli were shown to the subject via a mirror attached to the head coil, and were presented on a white background within the visual angle 22.6° (width) by 17.1° (height).

**Functional magnetic resonance imaging procedure**

Detailed instruction of the experiments was provided to the subjects before functional MRI. The subjects engaged in practice trials using tasks that were not used in the main trials. The practice trials were performed both outside and inside the scanner before the experiment and continued until subjects conducted the trials correctly.

In the experiments, a black cross-hair was presented in the middle of the screen for 2 s and then each of either the three kana characters or the three picture fractions appeared one after another (for a total of 6 s). After the third character or picture fraction was presented, a small black circle was shown for 4 s. While the circle was exhibited, the subjects were required to judge whether the morae (or the picture fractions) formed a word (or a line picture) and to press one of two buttons depending on judgement (form or not-form). After the circle, the cross-hair appeared again and the next new trial was started.

The experiment was conducted with an event-related design to minimize habituation and learning effects. During functional MRI, each subject participated in three sessions, each of which consisted of 18 trials covering all six conditions, i.e. three trials in each condition were performed per one session. The order of the three sessions and also trials within each session were pseudo-randomized. In total, every subject performed 54 trials (six conditions × nine trials).
Data acquisition

Images were acquired using a 1.5 T MR scanner (Vision-Symphony; Siemens) with a T2*-weighted gradient-echo echo-planer imaging (EPI) procedure. The scanning parameters were: time of repetition = 4000 ms, time of echo = 50 ms, flip angle = 90°, field of view = 192 mm, matrix size = 64 x 64, voxel size = 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 mm, slice gap = 0.75 mm, number of slices = 37. Oblique scanning was used to exclude the eyeballs from the images. With this parameter, a time course series of 58 volumes was acquired in each session, which covered the entire cerebrum. The session was repeated three times and a total duration for acquisition was ~12 min (~4 min per session). Additionally, T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid-acquisition gradient-echo images were also obtained for each subject (voxel size = 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0 mm).

After functional MRI, subjects participated in two kinds of Japanese phonological awareness tasks in a separate room from the MRI setting: a mora reversal and a mora deletion task (Seki et al., 2008). These two tasks are usually used to measure phonological awareness in Japanese children, though both tasks require phonological awareness and auditory working memory. None of the words in the two tasks were used in the functional MRI experiments, therefore the learning effect was minimized for the tasks.

All subjects underwent a reading test (Kobayashi et al., 2010) to measure their reading ability (Supplementary Fig. 1A and B). The test is used to elucidate the reading ability of Japanese kana characters (i.e. hiragana) and is helpful in making the diagnosis of developmental dyslexia in Japan (Research Group for Formulation of Diagnostic Criteria and Medical Guideline for Specific Developmental Disorders, 2010). Although kana are the fundamental characters of the Japanese language, and children are supposed to master kana as the basis of the language before they learn kanji, dyslexic Japanese children mostly have difficulty in reading kana as the initial step of language learning. The test was composed of two types of tasks: word (Supplementary Fig. 1A) and non-word (Supplementary Fig. 1B). Each task contained 30 words or non-words, and each word (or non-word) was presented with four kana characters. The subjects were asked to verbalize the 30 words or non-words as quickly and accurately as they could. Reading speed was measured for each subject. These reading speeds were transformed into Z scores using standardized values from Japanese children of similar age and sex which were established based on a large survey and published in medical guidelines (Kobayashi et al., 2010; Research Group for Formulation of Diagnostic Criteria and Medical Guideline for Specific Developmental Disorders, 2010). Error responses in each task were also noted. Additionally, the reading and writing clinical checklist (Kita et al., 2010) was performed by interviewing the mothers of each of the subjects in the control children and dyslexia groups to verify clinical findings concerning the reading and writing abilities of the subjects (Supplementary Fig. 2). This checklist is also used as one of the diagnostic procedures for Japanese developmental dyslexia (Research Group for Formulation of Diagnostic Criteria and Medical Guideline for Specific Developmental Disorders, 2010), and consists of 30 yes–no items (15 items for reading and 15 items for writing). Twelve of the 15 reading and writing items provide insight into kana literacy and the remaining items indicated abilities surrounding kanji. The 12 items for kana are placed into four categories: emotional distress (two items), speed (two items), characteristic behaviour (five items), and error pattern (three items). We counted the total number of items that apply to clinical findings for each subject. Each of the cut-off levels was set as seven positive points. The subject from the adult groups answered the checklist by themselves. We also examined difficulty in reading and writing kanji in dyslexic children using a basic kanji test. The test is used to judge whether children can read and write kanji at a level achieved two grades below current grade (i.e. for fifth grade children, the level of kanji test is set at third grade level). With this test, children without dyslexia are known to have quite high accuracy, both in reading and writing (average accuracy 98.77% and 94.26%, respectively). Z-scores for each reading and writing kanji test from each subject were calculated based on these data.

Furthermore, we performed three psychological tests to assess subject’s condition as related to their reading ability: Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices Test (Raven, 1976), Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure Test (Osterrieth, 1944; Shin et al., 2006), and Japanese Rapid-Automatizing Naming Test (Kobayashi et al., 2011). The first test was used to determine non-verbal intelligence and the second test was conducted to assess cognitive ability of visual information processing. In the Rapid-Automatizing Naming Test, the subjects are required to name pictures or numbers as quickly and accurately as possible. While the tests can be a strong predictor of reading ability (Wolf et al., 2000), they are thought to reflect various cognitive components such as the automating process, visual searching, and visual sequencing. For the Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure Test and the automatizing naming test, we calculated Z scores using the standardized values for Japanese children (Kobayashi et al., 2011).

Analysis

Behavioural performance

We measured the rate of correct response and reaction time in all conditions of the functional MRI task to verify behaviour performance of each subject. The correct response was accepted when the subjects pressed the correct key within 4 s (when the black circle appeared). Reaction time is defined as the duration from the black circle onset to the time at which the subject pressed the key. We excluded commission and omission errors to calculate the reaction times. These behavioural variables were analysed by two-way repeated measured ANOVA with a 3 (groups) x 6 (conditions) design followed by post hoc analysis using Bonferroni adjustments.

Imaging data

We excluded imaging data from subjects where head motion of >5 mm in any of the three directions (x, y, or z axial), or >4° rotation on any axial plane, occurred. The data were also discarded when the subjects did not get any correct answers in at least one condition. The remaining data were analysed.

Imaging data analysis was performed using Statistical Parametric Mapping 8 (SPM8; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; Friston et al., 2007) implemented in Matlab 7.8 (MathWorks Inc). The first four volumes of each session were eliminated to allow for the stabilization of the magnetization, and the remaining 54 volumes per session (a total of 162 volumes per subject for three sessions) were used for analysis. Following realignment for motion correction, all EPI volumes were normalized to the MNLI EPI image template using a non-linear basis function. These volumes were then spatially smoothed in three dimensions using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width at half-maximum.

The signal intensity of the images was proportionally scaled by setting the whole-brain mean value to 100 arbitrary units. The signal time course for each participant was modelled using a box-car function convolved with a haemodynamic response function, session effect and high pass filtering (128 s). To depict the activations evoked by the phonological conditions without the effect of visual working memory, we compared each of the three mora tasks with the three
picture fraction tasks as follows: (i) the correct order word (CRW) versus the picture fraction task (CRP + RDP + NNP); (ii) the random order word (RDW) versus the picture fraction task; and (iii) the non-word (NNW) versus the picture fraction task.

The weighted sum of the parameter estimates in the individual analyses yielded the contrast images, which were used for the group analysis. The contrast images acquired by individual analysis represented the normalized task-related increment of the magnet response signal of each participant. First, we searched brain regions for Japanese phonological manipulations through group analysis with the data from the adults group. The group analysis was performed with the contrast between (ii) and (i) (i.e. [RDW - (CRP + RDP + NNP)] - [CRW - (CRP + RDP + NNP)]) with a voxel level threshold set at F < 0.001 (uncorrected) and a cluster level threshold set at F < 0.05 (family wise error). Using a masking image that was acquired through the RDW condition in the adults group. Moreover, the signal intensity of the morae conditions and the non-word were depicted for each subject at top-peak activation points from the abovementioned adults group analysis, and then analyzed by two-way repeated measured ANOVA with a 3 (groups) × 3 (conditions: CRW, RDW and NNW) design followed by post hoc Bonferroni analysis. We also calculated the Pearson’s r-value between the signal intensity and behavioural performance in each condition. Statistical analyses were performed using Matlab 7.8 and IBM SPSS statistics 19: Japanese version (IBM Japan).

**Results**

All healthy adult subjects performed the experiment tasks successfully and all data from this group were used for further analysis. We excluded data of 4 of 15 typically-developing children and 3 of 14 dyslexic children for further analysis because of motion artefact (six children) and poor behavioural performance (one child). The following analyses were performed on the remaining data from 30 adults, 11 typically developing children and 11 dyslexic children.

**Psychological tasks**

The clinical condition for reading and writing was worse in the dyslexia group compared with those of the control children group [reading: t(20) = 3.774, P = 0.001; writing: t(20) = 4.756, P < 0.000]. The subjects in the dyslexia group did not perform as well as those in the control group in the reading test [word test: t(20) = 2.497, P = 0.023; non-word test: t(20) = 2.475, P = 0.022] and on two phonological awareness tasks [mora reversal: t(20) = 2.131, P = 0.046; mora deletion: t(20) = 2.571, P = 0.018]. Dyslexic children showed quite low ability in kanji, in that their average scores were 6.22 and 9.14 SD below the average seen in control children on the reading and writing test, respectively, whereas four dyslexic children could not complete the tests. Task scores were not significantly different between the typically developing children and dyslexic children in the Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices [t(20) = 1.128, P = 0.273] and the Rapid-Automatizing Naming Test [pictures: t(20) = 1.340, P = 0.195; digits: t(20) = 0.054, P = 0.957]. While dyslexic children showed lower scores than typically developing children in the two tasks of the Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure Test [immediate recall: t(20) = 3.076, P = 0.006; delayed recall: t(20) = 2.434, P = 0.024], their average scores were within the normal range based on the standardized values of Japanese children (Hattori et al., 2000; Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 3).

**Behavioural performance during functional magnetic resonance imaging scanning**

Concerning the rate of correct answers, a two-way repeated measured ANOVA showed both a significant main effect of groups [F(2, 49) =20.119, P < 0.000; Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 3]). Post hoc analysis revealed that the subjects in the control and dyslexia groups committed more errors on the RDW condition test compared with the other five conditions (P < 0.05). Interestingly, the subjects in the adults group had more errors on the RDW condition than on the CRW condition. Although the adult group showed the higher percentage of correct answers compared with the children and dyslexia groups on the RDW condition, no significant differences were found between the children and dyslexia groups for all conditions. On reaction times, a main effect of conditions was significant [F(5, 245) = 29.114, P < 0.000], but neither a main effect of groups nor an interaction were significant [group: F(1, 49) = 0.576, P = 0.566; interaction: F(10, 245) = 1.104, P = 0.360; Fig. 3A]. The reaction times in the NNW condition were the most prolonged in all conditions, followed by those in the RDW condition (P < 0.05). The subjects made judgements quicker on the CRW condition compared with most other conditions.

**Group analysis with a random effect model**

Figure 4A–C shows activated regions in each mora condition compared with the control task from the adult group. Several brain areas of the adult group exhibited significant increased activity for the phonological task with manipulation (RDW condition) compared with without manipulation (CRW condition), including the left middle frontal gyrus, bilateral midcingulate cortex, right putamen, left lingual gyrus, left superior temporal gyrus, and right medial frontal gyrus (Fig. 4D and E). The cluster including the left middle frontal gyrus covering a widespread area extending from the left precentral gyrus to left basal ganglia like putamen was very active (Table 2).

Signal intensity in each subject was depicted at top-peak activated points from the areas, and then were analysed by a two-way repeated measured ANOVA. Of these points, the dyslexic children had altered brain activity in two regions, the right putamen and the left superior temporal gyrus. Statistical analysis for the right putamen reported a significant main effect of condition [F(2, 98) = 20.765, P < 0.001] and a significant interaction [F(4, 98) = 3.182, P < 0.017]. Post hoc analysis revealed that the signal intensity for the RDW condition significantly increased compared with those of the CRW condition for the adults.
group (P < 0.000) and the children group (P = 0.002), but not for the dyslexia group (P = 0.132; Fig. 5). Moreover, similar analysis on the activity of the left superior temporal gyrus showed a significant main effect of group \([F(2, 49) = 3.830, P = 0.028]\) and a significant interaction \([F(4,98) = 4.031, P = 0.005]\). Post hoc analysis reported that the signal intensity in the RDW condition in adult subjects was the highest of the three groups, followed by those in the control children group, and then the dyslexia group \([adults > control children (P = 0.031), adults > dyslexia (P < 0.000), control children > dyslexia (P = 0.092)]\). No significant difference in the signal intensity was found for the CRW condition among the three groups (Fig. 6A). Furthermore, the correlation was significant between the signal intensity in the left superior temporal gyrus, and reaction time in the RDW condition among the children and dyslexia groups \([r = –0.47, P = 0.022; \text{Fig. 6B}]\). No significant correlation was attained between the signal intensity and the other behavioural variables. We did not find any significant differences for the signal intensity among the conditions in the dyslexia group or among the three groups for the RDW condition \((P > 0.05)\) for other brain regions except the right putamen and left superior temporal gyrus as noted above.

### Discussion

The present study conducted a new phonological awareness task on Japanese adults and children including typically developing and dyslexic children. These subjects were not required to use auditory working memory for our phonological awareness task, distinguishing our study from previous studies. We developed the task to make use of characteristics of the Japanese language and revealed several brain regions participating in phonological manipulation, such as the left middle frontal gyrus, bilateral mid-cingulate cortex, bilateral basal ganglia, left superior temporal gyrus, right medial frontal cortex and left lingual gyrus. Of these regions, dyslexic children had altered brain activity in two regions, the basal ganglia and the left superior temporal gyrus. Only the dyslexic children showed increased activity in the basal ganglia, especially the putamen, during the CRW condition that did not require much
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<tr>
<td>Rey–Osterrieth Complex Figure Test (Z-score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanji Test - two grades below current level (Z-score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices (points)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are represented as mean ± SD, except for n, sex, and dominant hand. Comparisons of the typically developing children and dyslexia groups were performed using Student’s t-test (two-tailed unpaired).

Conducted only on dyslexic children; 4 of 11 children could not complete this task.

*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
phonological manipulation. Moreover, hypoactivity in the left superior temporal gyrus was found in the dyslexic children compared with the normal adults and children during the phonological manipulation. The present study provided initial findings concerning impaired neurological function for phonological manipulation in Japanese children with developmental dyslexia, which is relatively rare, but quite disabling.

Task design and behavioural performance

In the mora tasks, all subjects took more time to make their responses in the NNW condition, followed by the RDW condition, and then the CRW condition. The differences in reaction times reflected the presence or absence of phonological manipulation, meaning that they manipulated the phonemes in the NNW and RDW conditions, but not in the CRW condition. Another difference between NNW and RDW conditions may be because of the cognitive process of lexical decision for non-words (Perea and Pérez, 2009) in addition to the phonological manipulation. By contrast, the reaction times did not differ among the three conditions of picture fraction tasks. The similar amount of time responding to the tasks suggested that the subjects did not decode the visual stimuli into auditory information, but made decisions on the object features based on visual working memory. Considering these differences in reaction times, setting the picture fraction task as a baseline for the morae task enabled us to cancel out the influence of visual working memory. Then, the contrast between the RDW and CRW conditions reflects the function of phonological manipulation, although the contrast of the NNW and the CRW conditions would include the effects of lexical decisions besides phonological manipulation, which have been excluded.
No difference was found in all conditions between the children and dyslexia groups for the accuracy rate of the tasks. The two groups also showed similar reaction times in all conditions, suggesting that the level of difficulty for the present tasks was almost equivalent for the subjects from the two groups. The difficulty level can minimize the influence of attitudes or motivation of the subjects toward the task, such that a too difficult task would be very challenging for some people before they start, or a too easy task would be less motivating for some people to make an effort to do the task (Humphreys and Revelle, 1984). Based on the task design and behavioural performance, the findings of increased brain activity in certain brain regions can be interpreted in terms of phonological manipulation for dyslexic children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster P</th>
<th>Cluster size</th>
<th>Z-value</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>4190</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>-30 6 48</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>-48 4 31</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Precentral gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>-16 7 -10</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Putamen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>6.04</td>
<td>8 19 34</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Midcingulate cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.87</td>
<td>-4 20 43</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Supplementary motor area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>-4 25 30</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Midcingulate cortex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>1127</td>
<td>5.78</td>
<td>16 10 1</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Putamen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>22 6 -5</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Putamen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>14 8 14</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Caudate body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>-12 -84 -1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Lingual gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>0 -19 54</td>
<td>L/R</td>
<td>Medial frontal gyrus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>-51 2 -8</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>Superior temporal gyrus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All P-values are corrected for multiple comparisons with a voxel level threshold of $Z > 3.09$ ($P < 0.001$, uncorrected) and with a cluster level threshold of $k > 130$ ($P < 0.02$ family wise error). The MNI coordinates were converted to Talairach coordinates using the algorithm (Lacadie et al., 2008) and the locations were from Talairach’s atlas (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988).

$\text{L} = \text{left}; \text{R} = \text{right}.$

**Brain regions used in phonological manipulation of the Japanese language and altered activity in dyslexic children**

Activity in the putamen of the basal ganglia was increased for healthy adults and typically developing children during high demands of phonological manipulation, while decreased activity was found when the demand was low. The putamen plays a major role in the initiation of phonological representations and participates in estimation for phonological processes (Booth et al., 2007). The region, in other words, works as a gateway for phonological processes (Preston et al., 2010) and underpins higher phonological processes like extraction, retainment, and manipulation. Booth et al. (2007) found that basal ganglia modulate activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus for phonological manipulation when a skilled reader conducts the process. The brain region is active when phonological processes are required, like during the initial stage for acquiring language (De Diego-Balaguer et al., 2008), and is less active when phonological processes are unnecessary (Friederici et al., 2006), meaning that the basal ganglia is partly responsible for language proficiency (Preston et al., 2010). In the present study, normal adults and children did not need to perform estimations for phonological processes in the CRW condition because they had to simply blend the three morae without manipulating the phonological information, and the basal ganglia showed decreased activity. On the RDW condition, however, normal adults and children had to manipulate the information, which resulted in hyperactivity of the basal ganglia. The subjects of the two groups modulated the activity of the basal
ganglia depending on demand and are able to perform phonological manipulation effectively. To use phonological representation, subjects exercised the gateway function of the basal ganglia. This may reflect their language proficiency, although subjects do not always learn languages based on phonological manipulation.

In contrast, dyslexic children showed increased activity in the putamen regardless of whether or not phonological manipulation was required. This seemingly unnecessary hyperactivity was reflected in that the patients exercised the gateway function and performed the initiation of phonological representation even when the requirement for phonological manipulation was low. This atypical function may be a compensatory activity for the weakness in phonological manipulation (Liberman, 1973; Ramus, 2001), which is also demonstrated by the low scores in the psychological tasks conducted outside of the functional MRI setting. Dyslexic children are probably unable to automatically process the phonological information like normal adults and children, and perform the manipulation inefficiently, which influences the higher phonological processes occurring in the basal ganglia. The dysfunction can lead to impairments in language proficiency and requires extra time and effort to acquire language. Functional MRI study reported that atypical hyperactivity in the basal ganglia was found in family members who have a rare mutation of the FOXP2 gene, which is one of the common candidate genes for developmental dyslexia (Liegiois et al., 2003). Preston et al. (2010) hypothesized that basal ganglia dysfunction can be the root of language development disorders based on their longitudinal study. Other previous studies reported hypoactivity in the basal ganglia in dyslexic children (Paulesu et al., 1996; Brunswick et al., 1999). The hypoactivity suggested that the gateway was not exercised and the estimations for phonological processes were not performed because the previous tasks used placed burdens that were too heavy for dyslexic children. The present study set the difficulty level appropriately so that the activity in the basal ganglia could be measured, showing an actual increase compared with the control groups. Therefore, children with developmental dyslexia may always have difficulty in effectively processing phonological information and require substantial effort to process the information because of dysfunctional basal ganglia. This dysfunction may be problematic for acquiring language (De Diego-Balaguer et al., 2008) and language proficiency (Preston et al., 2010).

Altered activity was also found in the left superior temporal gyrus where the activity in the adults group was increased, followed by the control children and then the dyslexia group, on conditions requiring major phonological manipulation. Differences were not found for conditions that did not need phonological manipulation. While several previous studies indicated that the left superior temporal gyrus participates in the phonological process in alphabetical countries (Demonet et al., 1992; Zatorre et al., 1992; Burton et al., 2000; Buchsbaum, 2001), similar findings have also been reported for the Japanese language (Seki et al., 2004) where it is relatively easy to manipulate phonological information. The superior temporal area is thought to be one of the primary neural substrates for composing phonological representations (Buchsbaum, 2001) and for making representations from serial auditory information (Wise et al., 2001). In detail, the region pointed out in the present study is located from the middle to the anterior area of the left superior temporal gyrus. This region is a constitutive part of the auditory ventral stream (DeWitt and Rauschecker, 2012) and is partly responsible for auditory word processing (Wise et al., 1991; Demonet et al., 1992; Cohen et al., 2004). The present study required the subjects to manipulate phonological information and also to form a word based on the phonological information similar to auditory

---

**Figure 6** (A) Signal intensity in each condition of the mora task in the left superior temporal gyrus. The blue lines cross at [-51, 2, -8] of Talairach’s atlas coordinates. (B) Relationship between the signal intensity and reaction time (RT) for the random order word (RDW) condition. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.001. A = anterior; children = typically developing children.
processes, which led to increased left superior temporal gyrus activity, especially in the middle to anterior area, for the RDW condition. This hyperactivity was not influenced by auditory working memory because we used visual stimuli, nor by visual cognitive processes, which was confirmed by no significant activation in brain areas, such as the fusiform gyrus, which involves visual processing of characters (McCandliss et al., 2003).

Dyslexic children showed low activity in the left superior temporal gyrus compared with the other two groups. The low activity has been reported by several previous studies in countries using an alphabetical language (Pugh et al., 2001; Temple et al., 2001; Shaywitz et al., 2002). Additionally, the reaction times were negatively correlated with the intensity of the activity on the phonological manipulation conditions, such that higher activity led to shorter reaction times. These findings suggested that the left superior temporal gyrus is involved in the phonological processing speed and the maturity of auditory word-form processing with the phonological manipulation. Dyslexic children are functionally impaired in the left superior temporal gyrus, which makes it difficult to process phonological information quickly. This means dyslexic children face trouble in learning or processing the phonological information of new languages. In fact, the dyslexic children in the present study took longer to process the information, as shown by their low scores in the Japanese phonological awareness task. The low-level function in this area may not be specific to dyslexia but may be remedied during development. The function in the left superior temporal gyrus is thought to mature as people age from being children into adults, which is suggested by the difference in intensity between healthy adults and typically developing children. Still, this possibility cannot be confirmed only by the present findings, and further study is needed. Therefore, dyslexic children have impairments in the left superior temporal gyrus for higher phonological processes and in the basal ganglia, which is necessary for analysing higher processes.

**Subtype of developmental dyslexia in the present study**

The dyslexic children in the present study had poor performance in the reading test (hiragana) and in the phonological awareness task while they showed normal performance both in the rapid automatizing naming task and in the cognitive task of visual information processing. Additionally, they also showed low ability in reading and writing kanji. These results suggested that they can be subtyped as patients who both have basic difficulty in reading kana and have severe deficit in kanji, meaning that they have neither a kana-specific nor kanji-specific disorder. Japanese children are supposed to learn hiragana as the initial step of Japanese, then to acquire kanji skills based on their ability in hiragana. Most dyslexic Japanese children have difficulty in hiragana so that they are also prone to severe problems with kanji. On the other hand, it is reported that ‘acquired’ dyslexia or alexia has broad subtypes in the Japanese, such as kana-specific and kanji-specific (Tsumoto, 2004; Sakurai et al., 2006, 2008), with the neural mechanisms underlying the acquired disorder being different from that of developmental dyslexia. Thus, the present findings of altered brain activity on functional MRI are thought to demonstrate neural mechanisms involved in a subtype of Japanese developmental dyslexia.

Based on the results of psychological tasks, the difficulty in the present dyslexic children derived from severe deficits in phonological awareness (Liberman, 1973; Chiappe et al., 2001; Ramus, 2001), not from low ability in visual processing or automatizing, and are caused by the presence of the abovementioned altered brain activity. Japanese, as mentioned above, is composed of two kinds of characters, kana (i.e. hiragana and katakana collectively termed kana) and kanji. Whereas most of the difficulty in processing kanji is also derived from weak phonological awareness like kana, some difficulties stem from other cognitive impairments such as rapid automatization as described in the double deficit theory (Wolf and Bowers, 1999), a lexical process from the dual route cascade model (Coltheart et al., 2001), deficits in visual cognitive processing (Stein and Walsh, 1997), and automaticity from cerebellar problems (Nicolson and Fawcett, 2005). The present study focused on dyslexic children who have problems in reading kana and have not acquired basic skills for learning kanji, a more advanced step in Japanese. The detailed relationship between processing kana and kanji remain unclear. Further study is expected to reveal neurological diversity between dyslexic Japanese children compared with acquired dyslexia, which has broad subtypes such as kana- or kanji-specific dyslexia.

**Limitations and conclusions**

Some technical points may be improved in further studies. A small number of subjects participated in the present study. We also excluded data of typically developing and dyslexic children in our analyses because of motion artefact during functional MRI scanning. Still, the present study provided initial findings for phonological manipulation in dyslexic Japanese children in which the prevalence of the disorder is quite low. Also, we did not set experimental conditions that required the subjects to use their auditory working memory as previously described. The additional condition may have revealed the role of specific brain regions identified by previous studies in countries speaking alphabetical languages and compared the findings in the view of language differences. With these improvements and the present findings, we also strictly divided the different functions between phonological manipulation and auditory working memory.

In conclusion, we developed and conducted phonological manipulation tasks on Japanese adults, typically developing children, and dyslexic children, by taking advantage of the linguistic characteristics of Japanese to minimize the effect of auditory working memory. During phonological manipulation, several brain regions participated, such as the left inferior and middle frontal gyri, left superior temporal gyrus, and bilateral basal ganglia. Dyslexic children showed altered activity in two brain regions. They had unnecessary hyperactivity in the basal ganglia which may reflect their inefficient phonological processing, and also showed hypoactivity in the left superior temporal gyrus, implying difficulty in composing and processing phonological information. The atypically altered brain activity is thought to be one of the impaired functions in dyslexic Japanese children.
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